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The connection between the Riemann map and the Szego kernel is classical. ButÍ
the fact that there is an efficient numerical procedure, based on the Kerzman]Stein
integral equation, for computing the Szego kernel of a smoothly bounded domainÍ
in the plane is more recent. In this paper it is shown how to extend the results of
Kerzman and Stein to certain nonsmooth domains. This provides a new method for
numerically computing the Szego kernel, and hence the Riemann map, of theseÍ
domains. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose that V is a simply connected domain in C with C` smooth
2 .boundary. Let L bV denote the space of square integrable functions
with respect to arc length measure on the boundary bV of V, and let
2 .H bV denote the space of holomorphic functions on V with boundary
2 . 2 . 2 .values in L bV . Then H bV is a closed subspace of L bV an the
2 . 2 .orthogonal projection P of L bV onto H bV is classically known as
the Szego projection. This projection is represented by the Szego kernelÍ Í
 .  .function S z, w s S z, w asV
Pw z s S z , w w w ds .  .  .H w
bV
2 .for all w g L bV .
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 .  .The Garabedian kernel L z, w s L z, w is defined for z g bV andV
 .w g V via L z, w s i S z , w T z where T is the complex unit tangent .  .
w x  .vector to the boundary of V. It is known 1 that L z, w extends
meromorphically to V = V with a single simple pole of residue 1r2p at
w xz s w. Also known 1 is the fact that if a g V is fixed and f is thea
 < < 4Riemann map of V onto the unit disk D s z g C: z - 1 such that
 . X .  .f a s 0 and f a ) 0 then f s S rL where S ' S ?, a and L 'a a a a a a V a
 .L ?, a .V
w xKerzman and Stein discovered 5 that the Szego kernel satisfies anÍ
integral equation which is particularly amenable to numerical solution, see
w x6, 7, 8, 10 . Indeed this integral equation is a Fredholm equation of the
second kind with C` smooth kernel. This allows the boundary values of the
Szego kernel, and hence the Riemann map, of V to be numericallyÍ
approximated.
In this paper, it shall be shown how to adapt this method to allow V to
be a simply connected domain with piecewise C` smooth boundary. The
strategy is to carefully choose a sequence of smoothly bounded subdo-
 4`mains V of V whose boundaries agree with the boundary of V ``forn ns1
the most part'' and which increase up to V. In this setting we shall prove
the following convergence result,
S ?, a y S ?, a ª 0 .  . 2V V  .L bVn n
as n ª `, and explain how this allows the computation of the Riemann
map of V onto the unit disk D. It is important to note that the class of
polygonal domains falls under this case and therefore the Kerzman]Stein
integral equation may be used to numerically compute the boundary
values of the inverse map of the Schwarz]Christoffel map.
The convergence result above is a stability theorem for the Szego kernelÍ
and also gives an alternate definition of the Szego kernel for piecewiseÍ
smoothly bounded domains, namely as the limit of the Szego kernels ofÍ
certain smoothly bounded subdomains.
2. SUMMARY OF HARDY SPACES OVER GENERAL
DOMAINS IN THE PLANE
Here the basic facts that will be needed about Hardy spaces are
assembled. The proofs of the results in this section and more details about
w xthese function spaces can be found in 3, 9 . The classical Hardy space for
the unit disk shall be denoted by H p, and the following definition for the
Hardy space of a general simply connected domain in the plane shall be
adopted. It is worth noting that there are other reasonable definitions, e.g.,
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a harmonic majorant definition, for the Hardy space of a domain, but in
general these definitions will give different function spaces. Also, in the
above mentioned references the function spaces in the following definition
p . p .are denoted by E bV instead of H bV .
DEFINITION 2.1. Let V be a simply connected domain in the complex
plane C whose boundary bV contains at least two points. Then a function
p .f holomorphic on V is said to be of class H bV , 0 - p - `, if there
 4`exist a sequence of rectifiable Jordan curves G in V, tending to bVn ns1
in the sense that G eventually surrounds each compact subset of V, suchn
that
< < pf ds F M - `H
Gn
for some constant M and for all n s 1, 2, . . . .
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 2.3 and in the
comment thereafter.
LEMMA 2.2. Let w map the unit disk D conformally onto the interior of a
Jordan cur¨ e G. Then G is rectifiable if and only if wX g H 1.
THEOREM 2.3. Let V be a simply connected domain in the complex plane
C whose boundary bV contains at least two points. Suppose w : D ª V is a
conformal map of the unit disk D onto V, and G is the image of the circler
< < p .z s r, 0 - r - 1, under w. Then for each f g H bV ,
< < psup f ds - `.H
G0-r-1 r
p .Notice that this theorem implies that H bD agrees with the usual
p p .Hardy space H for the unit disk. Also, if f g H bV , p ) 1, then
1rp 1rq
p< < < <f ds F f ds ds ,H H H /  /G G Gr r r
1 .where 1rp q 1rq s 1 so that f g H bV whenever the length of Gr
stays bounded. This will be the case, as the above lemma shows, if and
only if bV is rectifiable. The following corollary of Theorem 2.3 follows
immediately.
COROLLARY 2.4. The following are equi¨ alent:
 . p .1 f g H bV .
p X p .  . ’2 F s f (w w g H for some conformal map w : D ª V.
 . p3 F g H for all such mappings w.
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p X . ’Here the notation f (w w denotes the product of the functions f (w
p X’and w . Suppose that V is a domain bounded by a rectifiable Jordan
curve. Since bV is rectifiable, it makes sense to speak of a tangential
direction almost everywhere.
THEOREM 2.5. Let V be a domain whose boundary bV is a rectifiable
p .Jordan cur¨ e. Then each f g H bV has a nontangential limit almost
e¨erywhere on bV, which cannot ¨anish on a set of positi¨ e measure unless f
is identically zero. Further, if this nontangential limit is also denoted by f , then
< < pf ds - `.H
bV
1 .The following theorem shows that if f is of class H bV , then f can be
recovered from its boundary values via the Cauchy integral formula.
THEOREM 2.6. Let V be a domain whose boundary bV is a rectifiable
1 .Jordan cur¨ e. Then each f g H bV has a Cauchy representation
1 f z .
f z s dz . H2p i z y zbV
for all z g V and the integral ¨anishes for all z outside V. Con¨ersely, if
1 . n  .g g L bV and H z g z dz s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , thenbV
1 g z .
1f z s dz g H bV .  .H2p i z y zbV
and g coincides almost e¨erywhere on bV with the nontangential limit of f.
p .Theorem 2.5 shows that every function of class H bV has nontangen-
p .tial boundary values of class L bV . As in the case of the unit disk, it
might be expected that this set of boundary functions coincides with the
closure in L p of the holomorphic polynomials in z. While this is not true
in general, it does hold for a rather wide class of domains known as
Smirnov domains that are now defined.
As before, if w : D ª V is a conformal map of the unit disk onto a
rectifiable Jordan domain both wX g H 1 and wX / 0 hold on D. Hence
there is the canonical factorization wX s S ? F, where S is a singular inner
function and F is an outer function. Then V is called a Smirnov domain if
S ' 1, that is, if wX is purely an outer function. It is easily seen that this is
a property only of V and is not dependent on the choice of the conformal
map.
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p . p .A function f g L bV is said to belong to the L bV closure of the
  .4`polynomials if there is a sequence p z of polynomials such thatn ns1
< < plim g y p ds s 0.H n
nª` bV
p .For convenience H bV shall be identified with its set of nontangential
p .boundary values. Therefore, whenever V is a Smirnov domain, H bV is
p .a closed subspace of L bV which contains all holomorphic polynomials
and hence their closure.
THEOREM 2.7. Let V be a domain whose boundary bV is a rectifiable
p . p .Jordan cur¨ e. For 1 F p - `, H bV coincides with the L bV closure of
the polynomials if and only if V is a Smirno¨ domain.
Note that a simple sufficient condition for V to be a Smirnov domain is
X 1 < X < 1that log w g H . In fact, since log w g h whenever bV is rectifiable, it
is enough to require that arg wX g h1. So in particular, V is a Smirnov
domain whenever arg wX is bounded either from above or below.
n `’ 4Recalling that the sequence of polynomials z r 2p is an or-ns0
thonormal basis for the classical Hardy space H 2, it seems reasonable to
expect that a similar result is true for more general domains. Indeed, the
following theorem shows that this result holds on Smirnov domains. Before
starting this theorem, the Szego polynomials shall be defined.Í
Associated to the rectifiable Jordan curve bV is the sequence of
 4`polynomials p such thatn ns0
p z s a z n q a z ny1 q ??? qa , a ) 0 .n n , n n , ny1 n , 0 n , n
and
p p ds s d ,H n m n , m
bV
where d is the Kronecker delta. These polynomials are known as then, m
Szego polynomials of bV and are constructed by orthonormalization ofÍ
 4`the sequence z .n ns0
THEOREM 2.8. If V is a Smirno¨ domain, e¨ery function f of class
2 .H bV has a unique expansion
` `
2< <f z s a p z , where a - `. .  . n n n
ns0 ns0
Furthermore, e¨ery series of the abo¨e form con¨erges uniformly and abso-
2 .lutely on each compact subset of V to a function of class H bV .
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w xCaratheodory's convergence theorem 11 is now recalled. Suppose
 4`V is a sequence of uniformly bounded simply connected domains inn ns1
 4`the plane containing the origin. The kernel G of V is defined asn ns1
 .follows. If there is no disk D 0; r contained in V for n s 1, 2, . . . , thenn
 .set G s 0. Otherwise there is a r ) 0 such that D 0; r ; V , n sn
1, 2, . . . . Let V be any simply connected domain containing the origin
which is contained in V for all n sufficiently large. Then G is defined ton
 4`be the union of all such V. Further, V is said to converge to itsn ns1
 4`kernel G if any subsequence V has the same kernel G.n ks1k
w x  4`THEOREM 2.9 11 . Let V be a sequence of uniformly boundedn ns1
simply connected domains in the plane containing the origin and con¨erging to
 4its kernel G / 0 . If g is the Riemann map of the unit disk D onto V suchn n
 . X  .that g 0 s 0 and g 0 ) 0 then g con¨erges uniformly on compact subsetsn n n
 . X .of D to the Riemann map g of D onto G such that g 0 s 0 and g 0 ) 0.
Notice, it is easy to see that under the hypotheses of the previous
 .theorem, if f is the Riemann map of V onto D with f 0 s 0 andn n n
X .f 0 ) 0, then f ª f uniformly on compact subsets of G where f is then n
 . X .Riemann map of G onto D with f 0 s 0 and f 0 ) 0.
3. THE CAUCHY TRANSFORM AND
ÍSZEGO PROJECTION
 .Let V be a rectifiable Jordan domain. If bV is parametrized by z t for
w xt g a, b then the complex unit tangent vector T is defined almost
 .   ..  .X < X . <everywhere on bV by T z s T z t s z t r z t and the differential
< X . <element of arc length is given by ds s ds s z t dt.z
The Cauchy kernel is defined as follows. For a g V and z g bV, let the
 .Cauchy kernel C z be the complex conjugate ofa
1 T z .
.
2p i z y a
Then the Cauchy transform of a function u is defined by
C u a s u z C z ds. .  .  .H a
bV
2 .  :Define an inner product on L bV by u, ¨ s H u¨ ds. Then thebV bV
Cauchy transform can be written
 :C u a s u , C . . bVa
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2 . 5 5 2 2Also, the norm of a function u g L bV is defined by u sL bV .
 :u, u .bV
2 . 2 . w xSince H bV is a closed subspace of L bV 9 there is an orthogonal
2 . 2 .projection P of L bV onto H bV , called the Szego projection. Now ifÍ
2 .f g H bV , then for a g V it follows that
 :  :  :f a s C f a s f , C s f , PC s f , S , .  . bV bV bVa a a
where S ' PC is called the Szego kernel function. The Szego kernelÍ Ía a
 .  .function will also be written S s S ?, a s S ?, a for convenience. Alsoa V
 .  :worth mentioning is that the formula f a s f , C , for all f gbVa
2 .H bV , is merely the Cauchy integral formula in a different guise.
Next it is shown how the Szego kernel can be written in terms of anÍ
2 .orthonormal basis for H bV . In particular, when V is a Smirnov domain
this kernel is represented by the Szego polynomials. Let us agree to call VÍ
a rectifiable Jordan domain whenever V is a domain whose boundary bV
is a rectifiable Jordan curve.
w xTHEOREM 3.1 9 . Let V be a rectifiable Jordan domain and suppose that
 4` 2 .f is an orthonormal basis for H bV . Then the Szego kernel isÍn ns0
represented by the series
`
S z s f z f a .  .  .a n n
ns0
with absolute and uniform con¨ergence on compact subsets of V.
 4` 2 .Proof. Since f is an orthonormal basis for H bV , the SzegoÍn ns0
kernel may be written as
`
S z s a f z . .  .a n n
ns0
 :First, it is clear that a s S , f s f a . Next, the Cauchy integral .bVn a n n
 .  : <  . < 2  : :formula u z s u, C gives rise to the estimate u z F u, u C , Cz z z
2 .which shows that convergence in H bV implies uniform convergence on
compact subsets of V. Finally,
1r2 1r2` ` `
2 2
f z f a F f z f a .  .  .  .  n n n n /  /
ns0 ns0 ns0
’ ’s S z , z S a, a .  .
providing absolute convergence on compact subsets of V.
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Next it is shown how the Szego kernel transforms under conformalÍ
maps.
THEOREM 3.2. Let V and V be rectifiable Jordan domains and let w be1 2
a conformal map of V onto V . Then,1 2
X X’ ’S z , a s w z S w z , w a w a .  .  .  .  . .V V1 2
for z, a g V .1
Before the proof of this theorem is given, the following lemma shall be
stated.
w xLEMMA 3.3 9 . Suppose V and V are rectifiable Jordan domains and1 2
 4`suppose that w is a conformal map from V onto V . Let g be anns01 2 n
X2 .  .’orthonormal basis for H bV and define L g s g (w w . Then2 n n
 4` 2 .L g is an orthonormal basis for H bV .n ns0 1
Proof of Lemma. Let h denote a conformal map of the unit disk D
onto V . Then f s c ( h is a conformal map of the unit disk D onto V2 1
and given w g D,
X’L g f w f w s g w c h w .  .  . .  . . .n n
X X X’’= w c h w c h w h w .  .  . .  . .
X 2’s g h w h w g H .  . .n
2 .so that L g g H bV , for all n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .n 1
Next,
X< <L g L g ds s g (w g (w w ds .  .H Hn m n m
bV bV1 1
s g g ds s dH n m m , n
bV 2
for all m, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
2 .Lastly, if f g H bV , then by using the same type of argument which1
X2 2 .  .  .’showed that L g g H bV , it follows that f (c c g H bV .n 1 2
Hence,
`
X X’ ’f z c w z s f c w z c w z s a g w z .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  . .  n n
ns0
which implies that
` `
X’f z s a g w z w z s a L g z . .  .  .  . . n n n n
ns0 ns0
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 4` 2 .Proof of Theorem 3.2. Since L g is a basis for H bV ,n ns0 1
`
S z , a s L g z L g a .  .  .V n n1
ns0
with absolute and uniform convergence on compact subsets of V .1
Therefore,
`
X X’ ’S s z , a s w z g w z g w a w a .  .  .  .  . .  .V n n1  5
ns0
X X’ ’s w z S w z , w a w a . .  .  .  . .V 2
w xIt is well known 1 that the Szego kernel of the unit disk D is given byÍ
1 1
S z , a s . .D 2p 1 y az
Then the following corollary of Theorem 3.2 follows immediately.
w xCOROLLARY 3.4 9 . Let V be a rectifiable Jordan domain, a g V, and
 . Xlet w be the Riemann map from V to D such that w a s 0 and w ) 0.
Then the Szego kernel for V can be written asÍ
1
X X’S z , a s w z w a . .  .  .V 2p
Í4. STABILITY RESULTS FOR THE SZEGO KERNEL
Let V be a rectifiable Jordan domain, let w be the Riemann map
 . X .from V to D such that w a s 0 and w a ) 0 where a g V is fixed,
y1  < < 4.and set c s w . Letting 0 - r - 1, define G s c w s r and V sr r
 < < 4.  < < 4c w - r . It follows that w maps V conformally onto D s w - r .r r
 .  .  .Hence, 1rr w maps V conformally onto D such that 1rr w a s 0r
 . .X .and 1rr w a ) 0. Further, bV s G is real analytic and by Corol-r r
lary 3.2.4
1
X X’S z , a s w z w a . .  .  .V r 2p r
 .It is interesting to note that S z, a extends to be holomorphic on all ofV r
V. Worth mentioning is that the curves G are the level sets of the Green'sr
function of V, but we shall not need this fact here.
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THEOREM 4.1. With the set up abo¨e,
S ?, a y S ?, a ª 0 .  . 2V V  .L bVr r
as r ª 1.
Proof.
1r221 r y 1
X XS ?, a y S ?, a s w z w a ds .  .  .  .2 HV V z .L bVr r  /2p rbV r
1r21 r y 1 1r2X Xs w a w z ds . .  .H z /2p r bV r
X  .. X .    ...X 1 X 1 .Now w c w c w s w c w ' 1 g H so that w g H bV . There-
fore
< X <w ds F M - `H
bV r
uniformly for 0 - r - 1 and the conclusion of the theorem follows.
THEOREM 4.2. With the set up abo¨e,
S ?, a y S ?, a ª 0 .  . 2V V  .L bVr
as r ª 0.
Proof. Employ the same method as before, except the fact that wX g
X1 . < <H bV implies H w ds - ` is used.bV
THEOREM 4.3. Let K be a compact subset of V. With the set up abo¨e,
 .  .K ; V for all r sufficiently close to one and S ?, a ª S ?, a uniformlyr V Vr
on K as r ª 1.
 .  < < 4Proof. Since w K is a compact subset of D, it is contained in w - r
for all r sufficiently close to one. It follows that K ; V for all rr
sufficiently close to one.
Caratheodory's convergence theorem says that w ª w uniformly onr
compact subsets of V as r ª 1 which implies by the Cauchy integral
formula that wX ª w uniformly on compact subsets of V. Hence, by ther
transformation formula for the Szego kernel function the conclusion of theÍ
theorem follows.
The preceding stability theorems hold on any rectifiable Jordan domain.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that these theorems provide an alternate
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definition of the Szego kernel, namely as the limit of the Szego kernels ofÍ Í
certain subdomains with real analytic boundaries. Next it is shown that if
V is a simply connected domain whose boundary consists of finitely many
k  4C smooth curves, k g 1, 2, . . . , that it is possible to approximate the
Szego kernel function of V by the Szego kernels of C k smooth subdo-Í Í
mains whose boundaries agree with the boundary of V except near the
``corners'' of bV, i.e., the finitely many nonsmooth points. To do this, let's
look at the image of a corner of bV on the boundary of the unit disk D.
Then our goal will be accomplished by bumping in the boundary of D near
the image of this corner in a C` smooth fashion and pulling this subdo-
main of the disk back to a subdomain of V.
THEOREM 4.4. Let V be a simply connected domain whose boundary bV
k  4is piecewise C smooth, k g 1, 2, . . . , and denote the nonsmooth boundary
 4npoints of V by z . Suppose that w is a conformal map of V onto D andi is1
 .c is the in¨erse mapping. Then there is a family of subdomains D of thee e ) 0
disk D such that:
 .  .1 the length of the boundary of D tends to 2p s length bD ase
e ª 0,
 .  . k2 the subdomains V s c D of V ha¨e boundaries which are Ce e
smooth at e¨ery point,
 .  .3 the subdomains V s c D ha¨e boundaries which agree with bVe e
 4n  4nexcept near the points z ; more precisely, gi¨ en any z g bV, z f z ,i is1 i is1
it follows that z g bV l bV for all e ) 0 sufficiently small.e
Proof. First, notice that it is enough to prove the theorem in the case
that bV has only one nonsmooth point z . Without loss of generality it is1
 .assumed that w z s 1. Let's map the unit disk D conformally onto the1
 4  .  .upper half plane H s x q iy: y ) 0 by the function T w s i 1 y w r
 ..   ..  .1 q w and note that T w z s T 1 s 0. Now define the ``bump''1
function
y1¡ w xexp , x g ye , e2 2~  /e y xb x s .e ¢ w x0, x g R _ ye , e .
` . w xNotice that b g C R and the support of b is ye , e for all e ) 0.e 0 e
  . 4  2 .Also, sup b x : x g R s exp y1re ª 0 as e ª 0. Define the subdo-e
  . 4 `mains H s x q iy: y y b x ) 0 of H. Then bH is C smooth ande e e
bumped in near the origin, hence H is mapped by S s Ty1 onto subdo-e
 . `mains D s S H of D that have C smooth boundaries and that aree e
 .  .bumped in near w z s 1. Setting V s c D it follows that bV agrees1 e e e
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  ..with bV except near z . Indeed, given z g bV such that z / z , T w z1 1
lies on bH and is not the origin since w and T are both homeomorphisms
  ..of bV onto bD and bD onto bH, respectively. Hence, T w z g bH fore
all e ) 0 sufficiently small so that z g bV for all e ) 0 sufficiently small.e
k  .Also, since c is C smooth up to bD except at w z s 1 and since bD1 e
 .agrees with bD except near w z s 1 where bD lies strictly in D so that1 e
 . kc is analytic, it follows that V s c D has a C smooth boundary ase e
desired.
It remains to show that the length of bD tends to 2p as e ª 0. To doe
this, it is enough to show that the ``bumped in'' portion of bD has lengthe
that is bounded by a constant times the length of the circular arc S x:
w x4.  .  .  .x g ye , e . Notice that S z s i y z r i q z and that the bumped in
 . w xportion of bH can be written as z s t q ib t for t g ye , e . So thee e
bumped in portion of bD can be written ase
22i y t q ib t 1 y t y b t q i 2 t .  .  . .  .e e
S t q ib t s s . .e 22i q t q ib t . . t q 1 q b t .e  .e
w xfor t g ye , e . Let's parametrize this curve by
22¡ 1 y t y b t .e
x t s .e 22t q 1 q b t . .e~
2 t
y t s , .e 22¢ t q 1 q b t . .e
w xwhere t g ye , e . Then the length of this curve is
e 2 2X X’L s x t q y t dt. .  .He e e
ye
w xThe image of the interval ye , e under S is the circular arc lying on bD
given by
i y t 1 y t 2 2 t
S t s s q i . 2 2i q t 1 q t 1 q t
w xfor t g ye , e which can be parametrized by
¡ 21 y t
x t s . 21 q t~
2 t
y t s .¢ 21 q t
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w xfor t g ye , e . So the length of this arc is
e 2 2X X’L s x t q y t dt. .  .H
ye
To calculate this length notice that
y4 t¡ Xx t s . 221 q t .~
22 y 2 t
Xy t s . 22¢ 1 q t .
so that
22 2X X’x t q y t s . .  . 2t q 1
Hence,
e 2
L s dt s 4 arctan e .H 2t q 1ye
Next, consider L . It will be shown that there is a constant C ) 0 suche
that L - C ? L and as remarked above this will finish the proof of thee
theorem. To this end, the derivatives of x and y aree e
2 X2¡ t q 1 q b t y2 t y 2b t b t .  .  . .  . /e e e
Xy2 t 2 t q 2 1 q b t b t .  . . .e eXx t s .e 222t q 1 q b t . .~  /e
2 X2t q 1 q b t ? 2 y 2 t 2 t q 2 1 q b t b t .  .  . .  . . /e e eXy t s . .e 222¢ t q 1 q b t . . /e
Since the size of b is under control, let us focus our attention one
controlling the size of bX .e
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Since,
y2 tb t .eX w xb t s , t g ye , e .e 22 2e y t .
X  . X  .it follows easily that b 0 s b "e s 0. Further,e e
2b t .eY 4 2 2 4b t s 3t q 2 y 2e t y e .  . .e 42 2e y t .
X w xso that the critical values of b on ye , e are given bye
2 4 2’e y 1 " 4e y 2e q 1
2t s "e and t s .
3
For e ) 0 sufficiently small,
2 4 2 2’e y 1 y 4e y 2e q 1 F e y 1 - 0
implying that t 2 - 0 which is absurd. Hence the critical values of bX thate
are of interest are
2 4 2’e y 1 q 4e y 2e q 1
t s "(
3
w xwhere these values lie in ye , e as is easily checked. Therefore it follows
that
2 4 2’e y 1 q 4e y 2e q 1
X Xmax b t s b "( .e e  /3w xtg ye , e
2
2 4 2’’s e y 1 q 4e y 2e q 1’3
2 4 2’’b e y 1 q 4e y 2e q 1 r3 .e  /
= 2
2 2 4 2’e y e y 1 q 4e y 2e q 1 r3 . /
18
2 4 2’’s e y 1 q 4e y 2e q 1’3
2 4 2’’b e y 1 q 4e y 2e q 1 r3 .e  /
= 2
2 4 2’2e q 1 y 4e y 2e q 1 .
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18 22 2’’F e y 1 q 2e q 1 .’3
2 4 2’’b e y 1 q 4e y 2e q 1 r3 .e  /
= 2
2 4 2’2e q 1 y 4e y 2e q 1 .
2 4 2’’b e y 1 q 4e y 2e q 1 r3 .e  /
s 18e .2
2 4 2’2e q 1 y 4e y 2e q 1 .
Also, xX and yX can be rewritten ase e
22¡ X 22b t t y 1 q b t .  .y4 t 1 q b t  . . .  /e eeXx t s q .e 2 22 22 2t q 1 q b t t q 1 q b t .  . .  . /  /e e~
X22 y 2 t 1 q b t y4 tb t 1 q b t .  .  .  . .  .e e eXy t s q . .e 2 22 22 2¢ t q 1 q b t t q 1 q b t .  . .  . /  /e e
 . w xSince 1 F 1 q b t F 2 for t g ye , e and for e ) 0 sufficiently small ite
follows that
< <¡ 8 t
X Xx t F q 8 b t .  .e e22t q 1 .~
24 1 y t .
X Xy t F q b t q 4 b t . .  .  .e e e22¢ t q 1 .
It is straightforward but tedious to check that
< <2 t
Xb t F C .e 22t q 1 .
1 y t 2
b t F C .e 22t q 1 .
1 y t 2
Xb t F C .e 22t q 1 .
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w xfor t g ye , e and e ) 0 sufficiently small. Here C denotes a positive
constant which is possibly different at each occurrence. Now it follows that
< <¡ 2 t
Xx t F C .e 221 q t .~
21 y t
Xy t F C .e 22¢ 1 q t .
which implies
12 2X X’x t q y t F C . .  .e e 2t q 1
Hence,
L F C arctan e F C ? Le
as desired.
THEOREM 4.5. Let V be a simply connected domain whose boundary bV
k  4  4is piecewise C smooth, k g 1, 2, . . . , and let V be the family ofe e ) 0
subdomains of V defined in the pre¨ious theorem. Then, if a g V l V , fore
all e sufficiently small, it follows that
S ?, a y S ?, a ª 0 .  . 2V V  .L bVe e
 .as e ª 0. Furthermore, if S ?, a is extended to C ¨ia extension by zero,Ve
then the con¨ergence becomes
S ?, a y S ?, a ª 0 .  . 2V V  .L bVe
as e ª 0.
Proof. Choose w to be the conformal map of V onto D such that
 . X .w a s 0 and w a ) 0 and w to be the conformal map of V onto De e
 . X .such that w a s 0 and w a ) 0. Thene
1 1
X X X X’S z , a s w z w a and S z , a s w z w a .’ .  .  .  .  .  .V V e ee2p 2p
So,
2
S ?, a y S ?, a .  . 2V V  .L bVe e
s S ?, a y S ?, a , S ?, a y S ?, a : .  .  .  . 2V V V V  .L bVe e e
2
2s S ?, a y 2S a, a q S a, a .  .  . .L bVV V Ve e
1 1
X X X Xs w a w z ds y 2w a q w a .  .  .  .H z e /2p 2p bVe
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 .  .by using the fact that S ?, a reproduces S ?, a , indeed all functionsV Ve
< X . <  .holomorphic on V . Since H w z ds s length bD ª 2p as e ª 0e bV z ee X . X .by the previous theorem, and w a ª w a as e ª 0 by Caratheodory'se
theorem, the conclusion of the first part of the theorem follows.
 .For the case where S ?, a is extended to C via extension by zero itVe
follows that
2
S ?, a y S ?, a .  . 2V V  .L bVe
2 2s S ?, a y S ?, a q S ?, a y S ?, a .  .  .  .2 2V V V V .  .L bV_bV L bVlbVe ee e
22
2F S ?, a q S ?, a y S ?, a ª 0 .  .  . 2 .L bV_bVV V V  .e L bVe e
 . 2 .  .as e ª 0. Indeed, S ?, a g L bV and length bV _ bV ª 0 as e ª 0V e
5  .5 2 2 5  .implies that S ?, a ª 0 as e ª 0. And, S ?, a yL bV _ bV .V Ve2
2 .5S ?, a ª 0 as e ª 0 by the first part of the theorem.L bV .V ee
5. THE KERZMAN]STEIN INTEGRAL EQUATION AND
CONFORMAL MAPPING
Let V be a rectifiable Jordan domain and in addition suppose that the
w xboundary of V is Lipschitz. Then it is well known 2 that the Cauchy
2 . 2 .transform C maps L bV to L bV . In this case there exists an
L2-adjoint CU for C. The Kerzman]Stein operator A is defined to be the
operator C y CU. Then the Kerzman]Stein formula
P I q A s C , .
2 .where I denotes the identity operator, holds on L bV . Indeed, given
2 . 2 .f g L bV and g g H bV ,
U U :  :  : I q C y C s f , g q C f , g y C f , g . bV bV bVbV
 :  :  :s f , g q C f , g y f , C gbV bV bV
 :s C f , g bV
w . x  .by using the fact that C g s g. Hence, P I q A f s P C f s C f as
w xdesired. These ideas were developed by Kerzman and Stein 5 in the
setting of domains with C` smooth boundary.
It is known that if V is a C` smooth domain in the plane that the SzegoÍ
 .kernel is the unique solution of the Kerzman]Stein equation I y A S sa
C . This result follows from the Kerzman]Stein formula by taking adjointsa
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and using the fact that CU can be explicitly computed for smooth domains,
w xsee 1 . Further, the operator A can be represented by a kernel function
 . ` .  .A z, w g C bV = bV . Indeed, A z, w is given explictly by
1 T w T z .  .
A z , w s y , .  /2p i w y z w y z
where the apparent singularities of A cancel out in such a way that
 . ` . w x  .A z, w g C bV = bV 5 . Then I y A S s C can be written asa a
S z y A z , w S w ds s C z .  .  .  .Ha a w a
bV
for z g bV which is known as the Kerzman]Stein integral equation.
The Kerzman]Stein integral equation is a Fredholm integral equation
of the second kind and is easily solved by standard numerical methods
giving the boundary values of the Szego kernel function, and hence theÍ
w xRiemann map. Indeed, Kerzman and Trummer 6 first demonstrated the
w xsuitability of this method for certain model domains. And, Trummer 10 ,
w x w xO'Donnell and Rokhlin 8 , and Lee and Trummer 7 have done further
w xwork on improving the numerical techniques used in this method. In 9
Trummer close one of the model domains to be a square and, even though
the theoretical underpinnings of this method were only laid down for
domains with C` smooth boundary, the method worked very well. Trum-
mer also mentioned that the method was implemented and worked well for
other polygonal domains but did not provide numerical examples. Then in
w x7 , Trummer and Lee chose domains with corners, cusps, and ``near
w xcusps'' and demonstrated that the conjugate gradient method of 10 is
superior for these types of domains than the multigrid method developed
w xin 7 . Here it is shown how to justify the calculations on these nonsmooth
domains.
Given a piecewise C` domain V, choose the associated subdomain Ve
 .as in the Theorem 4.4. Then the boundary values of S ?, a may beVe
computed for each e ) 0 by solving the Kerzman]Stein integral equation.
 .Theorem 4.5 then implies that there is a subsequence S ?, a for k sVek .1, 2, . . . which converges almost everywhere to S ?, a on the boundary ofV
 .V. Further, the interior values of S ?, a can be computed via theVek2  .  .Cauchy integral formula and then L convergence of S ?, a to S ?, aV Vekimplies uniform convergence on compact subsets of V contained in V ofe
.course .
Also it is known that the Riemann map of the subdomain V onto thee
unit disk D which maps a g V to the origin is given by
f ? s S ?, a rL ?, a , .  .  .V V Ve e e
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 .where L ?, a is the Garabedian kernel function defined by its boundaryVe
values
L ?, a s i S ?, a T ? . .  .  .V V Ve e e
Then by Caratheodory's convergence theorem, f converges uniformly onVe
compact subsets of V to the Riemann map f s f of V onto the unit diskV
D which takes the point a g V to the origin. Worth noting is that
Caratheodory's theorem obviates the need to pass a subsequence.
Now, this procedure explains why these calculations of the Riemann
map of nonsmooth domains, by way of calculating the Szego kernel, wereÍ
w x `successful in 7, 10 . Indeed, given any piecewise C smooth simply con-
nected domain, the associated Riemann map may be calculated via the
above technique. Moreover, since the subdomains V have boundariese
which agree with the boundary of V except near the corners, when solving
the Kerzman]Stein integral equation numerically, it is only necessary to
choose collocation points lying on bV in order to compute the SzegoÍ
kernel of V . We remark here that it would be preferable to have ae
convergence estimate that explicitly depends on e ; however, it is nice that
the domains V need not be explicitly constructed in order to apply thise
w xmethod. It should be pointed out here that in 7, 10 a unit tangent vector
was defined at the corners by the average of the unit tangent vectors from
the left and from the right of the corner while in the current work such a
unit tangent vector is avoided. It would be interesting to know if these two
approaches result in any significant difference in the numerical accuracy of
the calculations.
Specializing to the case where V is simply connected and bV is a
polygon, this work provides a new numerical technique for calculating the
boundary values of the Riemann map of a polygonal domain. Also of
interest are circular arc polygons, i.e., domains whose boundaries consist of
w xline segments and circular arcs 4 . Both in this case and in the polygonal
 .case we mention that the Kerzman]Stein kernel function A z, w vanishes
w xwhenever both z and w lie on a line segment or on a circular arc 5 .
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